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Abstract 

Despite extensive research efforts, the magnitude of the effect of employment protection legislation 
(EPL) on unemployment remains unclear. Existing econometric estimates exhibit substantial variation, 
and it is therefore difficult to draw valid conclusions. This paper applies meta-analysis and meta-
regression methods to a unique data set consisting of 881 observations on the effect of EPL on 
unemployment from 75 studies. Once we control for publication selection bias, we cannot reject the 
hypothesis that the average effect of EPL on unemployment is zero. The meta-regression analysis, 
which investigates sources of heterogeneity in the reported effect sizes, reveals the following main 
results. First, the choice of the EPL variable matters: estimates that build on survey-based EPL variables 
report a significantly stronger unemployment-increasing impact of EPL than estimates developed using 
EPL indices based on the OECD’s methodology, where the latter relies on coding information from legal 
provisions. Second, we find that employment protection has a small unemployment-increasing effect on 
female unemployment, compared with a zero impact on total unemployment. Third, using multi-year 
averages of the underlying data tends to dampen the unemployment effects of EPL. Fourth, product 
market regulation is found to moderate the effect of EPL on unemployment. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most fundamental questions in economics is about the determinants of unemployment, and 
high rates of unemployment remain a key policy concern. Several explanations have been put forward to 
explain the evolution of unemployment rates. One prominent explanation suggests that employment 
protection legislation (EPL) is a major factor. In this context, the increase in unemployment in most 
OECD countries in the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007/08 has trigged a new wave of interest in 
the relationship between EPL and unemployment (e.g. Amable and Mayhew 2011; OECD 2016; Cahuc 
et al. 2019). The view that ‘structural’ reforms geared towards reducing employment protection can help 
to lower unemployment has greatly influenced policy debates during the post-crisis era. In Europe, 
several governments have introduced measures to increase the flexibility of existing labour regulations 
to make it easier for firms to hire and fire workers, leading to intense debates about the actual impact of 
such deregulation measures (e.g. Eggertsson et al. 2014; Campos et al. 2018; Duval and Furceri 2018). 
However, a focus on tackling unemployment by calling for labour market deregulation has strongly 
shaped policy-making since at least the 1990s (e.g. OECD 1994; IMF 2003). 

Is the focus on employment protection supported by robust evidence concerning the direction and 
magnitude of the effect of EPL on unemployment? In theory, this effect is ambiguous. On one hand, the 
standard competitive model predicts that employment protection will increase unemployment, as 
employers are reluctant to hire workers because they fear that these workers cannot be laid off easily 
(e.g. Addison and Teixeira 2003). On the other hand, more rigid EPL may increase job retention, 
because companies lay off fewer employees in the face of high severance pay and procedural costs of 
dismissal, especially during economic downswings. In essence, the theoretical expectations about the 
direction and magnitude of the effect of EPL on unemployment are not clear-cut (e.g. Bertola 1990). 
Understanding the relationship between EPL and unemployment is therefore also an important question 
for empirical research. However, existing studies report mixed results concerning the impact of EPL on 
unemployment. Whereas some papers indeed provide evidence for the view that more rigid hiring and 
firing regulations push up unemployment (e.g. Elmeskov et al. 1998; Di Tella and MacCulloch 2005; 
Feldmann 2009; Holt and Hendrickson 2017), other studies contradict these findings by reporting 
negative or zero effects (e.g. Baccaro and Rei 2007; Dutt et al. 2009; Stockhammer and Klär 2011; 
Avdagic 2015). In sum, the extant literature has not been able to present convincing econometric 
evidence to resolve conflicting theoretical arguments. Relevant studies often differ markedly based on 
the structure of the data and the details of the econometric specification. Considering the wide range of 
estimates reported in the literature, it is therefore quite challenging to undertake generalisations based 
on traditional literature reviews. 

This article contributes to the literature by presenting the first quantitative literature review of the effect of 
employment protection on unemployment based on meta-analysis and meta-regression techniques (e.g. 
Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012) that allow us to conduct formal hypothesis tests and draw valid 
statistical inferences. As it is well known that differences in econometric specification and in the data 
used can have a sizeable impact on empirical estimates, this paper sets out to make sense of the 
substantial variation of estimates concerning the relationship between EPL and unemployment.  
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We tackle two main questions. First, what does the existing evidence tell us about the effect of EPL on 
unemployment? The meta-analysis, in combination with formal tests on publication selection bias, will 
provide answers to this question as we conduct a comprehensive survey and quantitative analysis of the 
relevant econometric estimates on the relationship between EPL and unemployment (see sections 3 and 
4). Second, what factors explain the heterogeneity in the reported results on the EPL-unemployment 
nexus? We use meta-regression analysis to address this question by exploring the impact of the data 
structure, econometric specification details and publication characteristics on the reported 
EPL-unemployment estimates (see section 5). 
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2. Theory and quantification of employment 
protection 

This section focuses on three main issues that are of central importance for conducting the quantitative 
literature review on how employment protection affects unemployment. First, we present an outline of 
important theoretical arguments on how employment protection may have an effect on unemployment. 
Second, we provide a discussion on prominent approaches to measuring employment protection. Third, 
we give a short (qualitative) overview of the econometric literature on the EPL-unemployment nexus. 

2.1. THEORETICAL VIEWS ON HOW EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION AFFECTS 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

The theoretical effects of employment protection, understood as the set of restrictions on the ability of 
the employer to utilise labour, are not clear-cut. The standard competitive model predicts that strict 
employment protection pushes unemployment upwards: restrictions on the freedom of contract are 
assumed to increase resource costs; insiders have an incentive to demand higher wages, which reduces 
the ability and speed of the economy to adjust to exogenous shocks and inhibits the reallocation of 
labour between sectors, eventually causing dampened job creation and higher unemployment. However, 
while the standard competitive model predicts that employment protection increases unemployment, one 
can overturn those results by introducing market imperfections (e.g. Addison and Teixeira 2003). Theory 
is clear that strict EPL reduces labour fluctuations over the business cycle, but the overall effect on 
unemployment is not straightforward, as it may depend on the form of the labour demand function, the 
degree of wage flexibility, labour turnover, the discount rate, and enforcement (e.g. Bertola 1990; Boeri 
1999; Boeri and Jimeno 2005). 

Importantly, it must be noted that very different labour markets can hide behind the same average 
unemployment rate. By comparing Portuguese and US labour markets, Blanchard and Portugal (2001) 
have prominently shown that high employment protection can be a plausible explanation for lower flows 
both of job creation and job destruction. However, they also argue that the effect of EPL on 
unemployment remains ambiguous, as EPL affects unemployment duration and worker flows in opposite 
directions. The focus of this meta-analysis is on the econometric literature concerning the EPL-
unemployment nexus. We do not meta-analyse the effect of EPL on flows of workers into unemployment 
and unemployment duration, which is a limitation that could be tackled by future research. 

What does macroeconomics have to say about the effect of employment protection on unemployment? 
On a theoretical level, the crucial question posed by macroeconomists is how the ‘non-accelerating 
inflation rate of unemployment’ (NAIRU) is developing. The NAIRU is at the core of modern 
macroeconomics, building on the proposition that there exists some (unobserved) rate of unemployment 
at which inflation does not accelerate. The NAIRU has been identified with the idea of a ‘natural rate of 
unemployment’ (Ball and Mankiw 2002), which would prevail if all cyclical fluctuations were cancelled 
out, so that natural unemployment represents structural unemployment that exists independently of all 
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temporary and seasonal fluctuations. Friedman famously argued that the level of the natural rate of 
unemployment ‘would be ground out by the Walrasian system of general equilibrium equations, provided 
that there is embedded in them the actual structural characteristics of the labour and commodity 
markets’ (Friedman 1968, p. 8). As employment protection is certainly an important aspect of the 
characteristics of modern labour markets, it is not surprising that the follow-up literature on Friedman’s 
seminal contribution has referred to EPL as a potentially important factor. The New-Keynesian literature, 
which maintains the perfectly competitive model of the labour market as the reference system, but 
situates its analysis in a framework of market imperfections, has been quite influential when it comes to 
understanding the evolution of unemployment (e.g. Layard et al. 1991; Nickell 1998). However, while 
New-Keynesian NAIRU theory provides a systematic approach for thinking about the role of protective 
labour market institutions in more general terms, it does not offer any straightforward theoretical 
guidance about the direction and magnitude of the effect of employment protection legislation on 
unemployment. This leaves us stuck with the previous conclusion that the theoretical effect of 
employment protection on unemployment is ex-ante ambiguous. 

2.2. QUANTIFICATION AND THE QUEST FOR UNDERSTANDING 
EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION 

Against the background of the theoretical literature discussed in the last section, several empirical 
approaches have been developed to quantify the strictness of EPL. Lazear (1990) compares the 
statutory entitlement of severance payments as well as legally binding notice periods across countries. 
He does not yet use an elaborated summary index, but instead relies on data such as the number of 
months of salary given to workers upon dismissal and the number of months’ notice required before 
contract termination. Building on seminal data collection efforts from the early 1990s, Grubb and Wells 
(1993) use information compiled from legal provisions to construct some of the first summary indicators 
on employment protection. Eventually, the OECD developed this approach into the most prominent 
quantitative summary index on EPL, which summarises a selection of legal provisions on employment 
protection. First published in the OECD’s Employment Outlook of 1999 (OECD 1999), the index 
measures the strictness of EPL using discrete indicators ranging from 0 to 6, where higher index values 
point to more rigid employment protection. The OECD completed two major updates of the EPL index, in 
2008 and 2013, which allowed for including additional information on legal provisions such as clauses 
from collective agreements and temporary agency work (OECD 2013). The OECD’s overall EPL 
summary indicator comprises 21 items.1 Index computation is based on standardised questionnaires, 
which have to be filled in by the respective OECD member states and the OECD’s secretariat. The 
information used for index computation is mainly compiled from national labour laws, but some 
additional sources (such as collective bargaining agreements) are also utilised. The relevant regulations 
cover aspects such as procedural inconveniences, notice and severance pay, difficulty of dismissal, 
costs of collective dismissals, fixed-term contracts, and temporary work agencies. These regulations are 
given numerical scores that represent the strictness of employment protection. They are assigned to one 
of the 21 items in the overall EPL summary index, and the individual index components are then 
weighted (see OECD 2013 for details).2 

 

1  These items can be grouped in three sub-indicators: EPL of regular contracts; EPL concerning additional regulations on 
collective dismissals; and EPL capturing temporary employment. 

2  Obviously, any attempt to quantify legal provisions comes with problematic methodological choices. Against the 
background of the high importance of the OECD’s EPL index for policy assessments in respective member states, the 
construction of the EPL index has been subject to a significant amount of criticism (e.g. Myant and Brandhuber 2017).  
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Data collection efforts on employment protection legislation in non-OECD countries, such as in 
Aleksynska and Schindler (2011) and Avdagic (2015), have also relied on the OECD’s methodology. 
Indeed, as we will see in the upcoming meta-analysis, a large majority of the econometric estimates on 
the EPL-unemployment relationship have used some version of an EPL index constructed based on the 
OECD’s methodology, including some of the most influential studies (e.g. Scarpetta 1996; Blanchard 
and Wolfers 2000; Nickell et al. 2005). Nevertheless, there is also a selection of alternative indices that 
quantify the strictness of employment protection. A thorough treatment of all these measures would be 
beyond the scope of this paper, but we will mention those alternative EPL variables that have been used 
in empirical applications relevant to the meta-analysis presented in subsequent sections. 

First, there are two alternative indices that rely respectively on the coding of labour laws and additional 
primary sources to quantify the evolution of EPL (Botero et al. 2004; Deakin et al. 2007). These indices 
have occasionally been used in subsequent empirical work on the relationship between EPL and 
unemployment (Dutt et al. 2009; Deakin et al. 2014). Second, the Economic Freedom of the World Index 
(EFWI) contains sub-indicators on the strictness of hiring and firing regulations that have also been 
utilised in some of the relevant empirical applications (Bernal-Verdugo et al. 2012; Bernal-Verdugo et al. 
2013; Feldmann 2009). The EFWI includes data based on surveys and expert panels, in addition to 
information compiled from legal provisions. Both the survey data and the data on legal provisions are 
obtained from external sources (Gwartney et al. 2018), so the EFWI cannot be considered a primary-
source index, which stands it in contrast to the indices discussed so far. Third, several econometric 
papers on the EPL-unemployment relationship have made use of survey-based measures of the 
strictness of employment regulations, i.e. they do not collect any information from legal provisions but 
instead construct indices that are exclusively based on surveys of managers and experts that were 
asked about their assessment regarding the strictness of hiring and firing regulations (e.g. Di Tella and 
MacCulloch 2005; Feldmann 2013). In subsequent sections, we will be able to provide an answer to the 
question of whether the use of different EPL variables – the OECD methodology, other primary source 
indices constructed based on legal provisions, the EFWI index and survey-based measures, respectively 
– has a significant impact on the reported estimates concerning the relationship between EPL and 
unemployment. 

2.3. THE ECONOMETRIC LITERATURE ON THE EPL-UNEMPLOYMENT NEXUS 

From the late 1970s to the 1990s, many OECD countries experienced a marked increase in 
unemployment rates, and the economic literature has extensively studied the explanatory factors for 
rising unemployment during that period; Bean (1994) and Blanchard (2006) provide prominent 
qualitative reviews. A substantial strand of this literature has emphasised that labour market rigidities 
caused by protective labour market institutions are to be considered a major factor behind increasing 
unemployment rates within OECD countries (OECD 1994; Scarpetta 1996; Siebert 1997; Elmeskov et 
al. 1998; Blanchard and Wolfers 2000; International Monetary Fund 2003; Nickell et al. 2005). A careful 
look at many of these papers, however, suggests that the evidence for a positive impact of employment 
protection on unemployment is modest at best. Nevertheless, the view that strict employment protection 
is a concern when it comes to unemployment developments has gained traction in policy-making, 
leading to calls for ‘structural’ labour market reforms, including requests for reductions in employment 
protection by ‘a wide range of analysts and international organisations – including the European 
Commission, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the 
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International Monetary Fund (IMF), which have argued that the causes of high unemployment can be 
found in labour market institutions.” (International Monetary Fund 2003, p. 129) Parts of the more recent 
econometric literature, however, point out that relevant empirical correlations between labour market 
institutions (in particular, employment protection) and unemployment reported in the literature may not 
be robust when viewed in the context of different data sets, estimation strategies, country groups and 
time periods (Baker et al. 2005; Howell et al. 2007; Heckman 2007; Baccaro and Rei 2007; 
Stockhammer and Klär 2011; Vergeer and Kleinknecht 2012). 

After the financial and economic crisis of 2007/08 hit, unemployment rates in most OECD countries 
increased markedly, especially in Europe (e.g. OECD 2013). Although unemployment rates have 
eventually fallen after a severe crisis-related surge (to varying degrees and at different speeds across 
countries), unemployment in several OECD countries remains above pre-crisis levels. These 
developments have led to renewed interest in the question of how employment protection affects 
unemployment, but results in the post-crisis literature remain mixed (e.g. Bernal-Verdugo et al. 2012; 
Avdagic 2015; Heimberger et al. 2017). Based on a qualitative review of the literature, Bean (1994) 
concluded: “The empirical literature on the causes of high European unemployment is vast, with different 
authors employing a bewildering variety of econometric specifications and often coming to different 
conclusions. At times these differences are more apparent than real, reflecting different conditioning 
assumptions, but at other times they are more substantive” (Bean 1994, p. 576). A lot of additional 
research has been conducted since Bean’s assessment was published in 1994. The literature is now 
certainly even more voluminous, and the variety of different specifications and conclusions continues to 
bewilder the interested reader. So far, however, the issue of the significance of different choices 
regarding data and estimation strategy has not been addressed systematically within a meta-analytical 
framework, and this paper contributes to closing this gap. In what follows, we will provide the first 
quantitative summary of the relevant econometric literature on the relationship between EPL and 
unemployment (see sections 3 and 4), and the use of meta-regression will allow us to explain parts of 
the wide variation in the reported results (see section 5). 
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3. Constructing the meta-study data set on the 
EPL-unemployment relationship 

Based on the widely used EPL index provided by the OECD (on the construction of this index, see 
OECD 2013), Panel A of Figure 1 shows for a sample of OECD countries that, on average, there is a 
slightly falling trend in employment protection over the period 1985-2013. Panel B of Figure 1 plots the 
average relationship between the EPL index and unemployment rates for this group of OECD countries. 
According to this plot, there is substantial variation in the levels of employment protection and 
unemployment across OECD countries. However, according to this bivariate plot, there is also not much 
of a systematic relationship between employment protection and unemployment; the EPL index only 
explains about 1.6% of the variation in unemployment. However, if one were to conduct a detailed 
analysis on how EPL affects unemployment, the picture may change, and several aspects need to be 
considered that might have an impact on the final results: the choice of the EPL measure (the OECD’s 
preferred index as in Figure 1 or other measures?), the type of unemployment (total unemployment or 
sub-components such as youth, long-term or female unemployment?), the time dimension of the data 
(what time period?), the composition of the country group (are non-OECD countries included?), the 
structure of the data (cross-sectional or panel data?), the estimator (OLS with fixed effects or other 
estimators?) etc. These factors will be accounted for in the meta-regression analysis. 

In the next step, we identify the relevant econometric literature on the EPL-unemployment relationship 
and calculate comparable effect sizes from the reported information. Section 3.1 discusses our data set 
in the context of the literature search and data collection process. Section 3.2 sheds light on how we 
obtained comparable estimates of effect sizes and their standard errors. Section 3.3 presents the 
variables included in the analysis. 
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Figure 1 / Employment protection legislation and unemployment rates in 28 OECD countries  

 
Notes: *Strictness of employment protection, individual and collective dismissals for regular contracts (source: OECD data 
base). Unemployment represents harmonised unemployment rates as provided by the OECD. See OECD (2013) for details 
on the methodology used to construct this EPL summary indicator. The EPL data in Panel A depict an unweighted average 
of the 28 OECD countries that were also included in panel B. Notably, there are missing observations for some countries, so 
that the average covers the whole time period 1985-2013 for many countries, but a shorter period for those countries with 
missing observations. 

3.1. SEARCH STRATEGY AND CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION 

The systematic search and review of the literature for this paper began by tracking down all peer-
reviewed academic papers on the relationship between employment protection and unemployment. To 
construct our meta-study sample, we proceeded as follows. To search for papers, we first used (i) 
Google Scholar and (ii) the EconLit database. We used the following keywords in the search process: 
“employment protection + unemployment”; “job regulations + unemployment”; and “flexibility + 
unemployment”. Furthermore, we followed up on references cited in empirical studies and reviews of this 
literature by screening the reference lists. The criteria for inclusion in the meta-study sample are as 
follows: 
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a) Unemployment as the dependent variable and employment protection as explanatory variable: 
As a condition for being included in our data set, papers use a measure of unemployment as 
the dependent variable and at least one measure of employment protection as an explanatory 
variable. To be included, studies had to report results from some variant of the following generic 
econometric model (note that we ignore subscripts for the purpose of simplification): 

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 =  𝛼𝛼 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 +  𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍𝑥𝑥 +  𝜀𝜀          (1) 

where the dependent variable UNEM is a measure of unemployment (e.g. the total 
unemployment rate, or the youth unemployment rate), EPL is a measure of employment 
protection, Z is a vector of other explanatory variables, and 𝜀𝜀 is the error term. For example, 
papers that use a measure of employment rates (instead of unemployment rates) as the 
dependent variable had to be excluded, as did papers using overall indices of labour market 
regulation (instead of a focus on employment protection). 

b) Reported econometric estimates: Only those empirical studies that presented regression results 
were considered. This restriction excluded numerous papers that present theoretical analysis, 
descriptive statistics or qualitative reviews without including econometric evidence. 

c) Published in peer-reviewed journals: We only included estimates that were published in 
peer-reviewed journals (in English) prior to November 2019. We excluded other works on the 
EPL-unemployment nexus (e.g. working papers, book chapters etc.). Peer-reviewed journal 
publications can be considered to have passed a certain ‘quality’ check by referees. By 
following this restriction, we avoid comparisons of estimates that may have a very different level 
of ‘quality’. Furthermore, it is challenging to track down all potentially relevant book chapters 
and other non-peer-reviewed documents that touch upon the relationship between EPL and 
unemployment. Therefore, the restriction on peer-reviewed journal papers contributed to 
ensuring that the coding process remained transparent and manageable. 

d) Offered relevant statistics: In order to be included, a paper had to meet certain reporting 
standards. The requirement was that the paper must have offered statistics (e.g. correlation 
coefficients and standard errors or t-statistics) from which standardised measures of the impact 
of employment protection on unemployment could be computed (see section 3.2). 

Seventy-five papers were compatible with these criteria. We included all estimates from these papers 
that met the criteria of inclusion explained above, yielding a total of 881 estimates for the meta-study 
data set. Table A1 in the supplementary appendix lists the 75 studies that were included. The estimates 
that were compiled from these papers constitute our total population concerning the EPL-unemployment 
relationship. 

3.2. THE EPL-UNEMPLOYMENT NEXUS: COMPARABLE EFFECT SIZES AND 
CORRESPONDING STANDARD ERRORS 

The estimates reported in the literature use different effect sizes, which are not directly comparable. To 
illustrate the magnitude of the effect of employment protection on unemployment, we need to make all 
estimates comparable. The partial correlation is used as the preferred standardised effect. In the context 
of this paper, partial correlations measure the impact of EPL on unemployment while holding other 
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factors constant, and they can be directly calculated from the reported regression output. The two big 
advantages of the partial correlation coefficient are that it can be meaningfully compared across papers 
(because it is a unitless measure bounded between -1 and 1), and it can be calculated for a much larger 
set of estimates than other effect-size measures. Formally, the partial correlation coefficient is given by: 

𝑟𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡
�𝑡𝑡2+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

           (2) 

where t is the t-statistic of the relevant regression coefficient and df denotes the degrees of freedom of 
this t-statistic (Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012, p. 25). The standard error of the partial correlation 

coefficient (ser) is given by: 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 =  �1−𝑟𝑟2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
, where r is the partial correlation coefficient and df denotes the 

degrees of freedom. 

3.3. VARIABLES IN THE DATA SET 

In what follows, we introduce the data we obtained from the 75 studies that fit our inclusion criteria. Due 
to space constraints, this section will only report some important descriptive statistics. However, 
Table A2 in the supplementary appendix reports additional details on the underlying data set along 
several characteristics for the 75 studies that were included. 

Measures of the dependent variable (unemployment): Recall that the dependent variable in the meta-
analysis is a measure of unemployment (see equation 1). We account for differences in the dependent 
variable by distinguishing estimates that use the total unemployment rate (i.e. the percentage of the total 
working-age population that is unemployed), the youth unemployment rate, the long-term unemployment 
rate, the female unemployment rate and other (unspecified) types of unemployment, respectively. 
Table 1 includes the mean and standard deviation for all of these different unemployment variables. The 
mean of all these dummy variables can be interpreted in percentage terms, which provides important 
descriptive information: more than two-thirds of all estimates use the total unemployment rate; youth 
unemployment, long-term unemployment and female unemployment account for 14.1%, 7.8% and 2.7%, 
respectively. 

Measures of employment protection: Different indicators have been used to quantify EPL. Most 
prominent are summary indicators based on the OECD’s methodology. We code three dummy variables 
for alternative EPL variables: other primary-source EPL indices based on legal provisions; the Economic 
Freedom of the World Index (EFWI) on hiring and firing regulations; and purely survey-based measures 
of employment protection. Details on and references to those different EPL measures can be found in 
section 2.2. 

The interpretation of the estimates obtained from using different EPL measures may differ. For example, 
when a study uses a summary index where higher values indicate stricter employment protection, a 
positive coefficient of the EPL variable indicates an unemployment-increasing association. However, 
when the estimate is based on an index where higher values indicate more flexibility of hiring and firing 
regulations, the interpretation of a positive coefficient estimate would be the other way around. We deal 
with this potential confusion in the interpretation of estimates by transforming the partial correlations and 
their corresponding t-statistics of those variables that are constructed so that higher EPL values indicate 
less strict employment protection. We do so by multiplying them with (-1). This transformation makes the 
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direction of all estimates comparable (no matter which EPL measure they use) and allows for the 
general interpretation that a positive partial correlation coefficient indicates an unemployment-increasing 
effect of EPL. 

Data characteristics: We also explore the type of data used. Hence, we consider whether a study used 
cross-sectional data instead of panel data, which is the case for only 4% of the estimates. Additionally, 
we include a dummy variable capturing the use of post-crisis data (i.e. the inclusion of data points from 
the year 2009 onwards). And we code whether the respective estimates are based on annual data or 
multi-year averages (YearAverage). The economic rationale for using (mostly five-year) averages of the 
data is to take into account that labour market institutions only change slowly. Averaging intends to 
dampen possible effects of the business cycle and allow for more reliable ‘long-run’ causal 
interpretations (e.g. Baccaro and Rei 2007; Stockhammer and Klär 2011). 

Country composition: If the level of development played a role, the EPL-unemployment relationship 
would be influenced by the underlying country sample (e.g. Addison and Teixeira 2003). We thus control 
for whether an estimate uses OECD countries, non-OECD countries or a mix of OECD and non-OECD 
countries. It should be noted, however, that the large majority of estimates (78.3%) are based on OECD 
country samples. 

Econometric details: We account for differences in the estimators used by coding a variable for 
Generalised Methods of Moments (GMM), Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Random Effects and Feasible 
Generalised Least Squares (FGLS), Two-stage Least Squares approaches (IV), and other estimators 
(OtherEstimator), respectively. 

We also consider whether estimates control for unobserved country heterogeneity 
(CountryFixedEffects). Furthermore, we check whether the regression model included an interaction 
term of EPL with some other variable, as several studies emphasise the importance of interaction terms 
(e.g. Blanchard and Wolfers 2000; Bassanini and Duval 2006). And we consider whether the EPL 
variable was included with a lag. Several studies explain that they use EPL lags to lessen concerns 
about simultaneity bias3 and to allow for slow adjustment of unemployment to increasing EPL (e.g. 
Checchi and Garcia-Penalosa 2008; Feldmann 2009; Holt and Hendrickson 2017). 

Publication characteristics: We account for various dimensions of the publication process: differences 
between labour journals and other types of journals; whether a study’s primary focus is the EPL-
unemployment relationship, as opposed to including EPL merely as a control variable; and whether the 
author(s) of a study have received comments or feedback from other authors publishing in the literature 
on the EPL-unemployment relationship.4 

  

 

3  Simultaneity concerns refer to potential difficulties with causal interpretation when EPL and unemployment are 
determined simultaneously: unemployment and employment protection may be endogenous, caused by partly 
unobserved processes driving EPL and unemployment. 

4  The information on the variables ‘Primary’ and ‘CrossAuthor’ can be collected based on the footnotes and 
acknowledgments in the relevant studies. 
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Table 1 / Variables used in the meta-regression analysis 

  (N=881) 
Variable name Variable description Mean S.D. 
Partial correlation Partial correlation of the impact of employment protection on 

unemployment 
0.033 0.154 

Unemployment measures 
TotalUnemployment (used as the base) BD=1: Total unemployment rate used as dependent variable 0.671 0.470 
YouthUnemployment BD=1: Youth unemployment rate used as dependent variable 0.141 0.348 
LongTermUnemployment BD=1: Long-term unemployment rate used as dependent variable 0.078 0.269 
FemaleUnemployment BD=1: Female unemployment rate used as dependent variable 0.027 0.163 
OtherDependentVar BD=1: Unemployment rate other than total, youth, long-term or female 

unemployment used as dependent variable 
0.083 0.276 

Employment protection measures 
OECDMethodology (used as the base) BD=1: Employment protection legislation index based on the OECD’s 

methodology used as regressor  
0.757 0.429 

LawBased BD=1: EPL index based on primary sources in national labour law and 
collective bargaining agreements used as regressor (other than OECD 
methodology) 

0.121 0.327 

EFWIndex BD=1: Economic Freedom of the World index on hiring and firing 
regulations used as regressor 

0.028 0.166 

SurveyBased BD=1: Survey-based index on employment protection used as regressor 0.093 0.291 
Data characteristics    
CrossSection BD=1: Cross sectional data used 0.040 0.195 
PostCrisisData BD=1: Sample includes data from year 2009 onwards 0.247 0.432 
YearAverage BD=1: Variables expressed as multi-year averages 0.170 0.376 
Country composition    
OECDCountries (used as the base) BD=1: Only OECD countries included in the data 0.783 0.412 
NonOECDCountries BD=1: Only non-OECD countries included in the data 0.057 0.232 
MixofCountries BD=1: Mix of OECD and non-OECD countries included in the data 0.160 0.367 
Econometric details    
CountryFixedEffects BD=1: Estimates control for unobserved country characteristics 0.810 0.392 
InteractedEPL BD=1: Interaction of employment protection variable with some other 

variable included 
0.110 0.313 

LaggedEPL BD=1: EPL variable is included with a lag 0.297 0.457 
GMM (used as the base) BD=1: GMM estimator used 0.030 0.169 
OLS BD=1: OLS estimator used 0.585 0.493 
FGLS BD=1: FGLS estimator used 0.220 0.415 
IV BD=1: Instrumental variable and Two-Stage-Least-Squares approach 

used 
0.085 0.279 

OtherEstimator BD=1: Estimator other than GMM, OLS, FGLS or IV used 0.081 0.272 
Publication characteristics    
StandardError Standard error of the partial correlation coefficient 0.087 0.047 
LabourJournal BD=1: Study published in a journal focusing on labour economics 0.098 0.297 
Primary BD=1: Link EPL-unemployment is the primary issue of interest 0.285 0.452 
CrossAuthor BD=1: Author declares receiving feedback from other authors who have 

published in this literature 
0.257 0.437 

Prior BD=1: Author has published previously in this area 0.415 0.493 
Macroeconomic and institutional control variables 
UnemploymentBenefits BD=1: Unemployment benefit replacement rate included as control 0.680 0.467 
TaxWedge BD=1: Labour tax wedge included as control 0.513 0.500 
GDPgrowth BD=1: GDP growth included as control 0.166 0.372 
RealInterestRate BD=1: Real long-term interest rate included as control 0.060 0.238 
ACCU BD=1: Capital accumulation included as control 0.236 0.425 
ProductMarketRegulation BD=1: Product market regulation index included as control 0.247 0.432 

Notes: BD means binary dummy, which takes the value of 1 if the condition is fulfilled and zero otherwise. 
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Macroeconomic and institutional control variables: Finally, we consider the inclusion of potentially 
relevant control variables in primary studies. Several studies suggest that the effect of employment 
protection might be moderated by the impact of other labour market institutions (e.g. Blanchard and 
Wolfers 2000; Belot and van Ours 2004; Bassanini and Duval 2006). Therefore, we consider whether 
the unemployment benefit replacement rate and/or the labour tax wedge are controlled for. Several 
studies account for macroeconomic factors, such as the growth rate of GDP, the real long-term interest 
rate and capital accumulation (e.g. Avdagic and Salardi 2013; Stockhammer and Klär 2011; Heimberger 
et al. 2017). We code dummy variables for these macroeconomic controls. Finally, product market 
regulation is a potentially relevant moderator variable, as the response of employers to an increase in 
employment protection may depend on whether product markets are regulated heavily (e.g. Griffith 
2007). We therefore consider whether a variable controlling for product market regulation was included 
in the underlying regression. Additional information concerning the composition of the data in the 75 
included studies is available in Table A2 of the supplementary appendix. 
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4. Estimating average EPL-unemployment effects 
while considering potential publication 
selectivity 

Information concerning the distribution of the estimates obtained from the literature is available from 
Figure 2.5 This is a funnel plot (e.g. Sutton et al. 2000) consisting of all 881 econometric estimates of the 
EPL-unemployment relationship that we included in the data set (on the horizontal axis) and the 
precision of these estimates, where precision is calculated as the inverse of the standard errors of the 
partial correlation coefficients (on the vertical axis).6 Although the unweighted mean (0.03) and median 
(0.02) are positive but very small in terms of magnitude,7 Figure 2 reveals that there is clearly 
considerable dispersion in the results: the minimum partial correlation coefficient is -0.52 and the 
maximum is 0.54; the standard deviation is 0.16.  The most precise estimates, which can be seen at the 
top of the figure, are close to the vertical zero effect line. 

Figure 2 / Precision and effect size of EPL-unemployment estimates 

 

Notes: The figure plots estimates of the partial correlations against the inverse of the corresponding standard error. 

For illustration purposes, Figure 2 uses different colours depending on the underlying EPL variable. The 
large majority of the estimates (75.7%) use an EPL variable based on the OECD’s methodology, and 
these estimates are distributed quite symmetrically. However, the contrary is true for the estimates 
based on purely survey-based measures of employment protection: Figure 2 reveals that although fewer 
 

5  Figure A1 in the supplementary appendix shows a kernel density plot representing the distribution of partial correlations. 
6  Figure A2 in the supplementary appendix shows additional funnel plots for subsets of our data set by restricting the 

number of estimates based on data choices and specification details. 
7  According to the interpretation guidelines in Doucouliagos (2011), a partial correlation below 0.07 can be considered to 

be small. 
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estimates use survey-based EPL variables (9.3% of all observations), they are located mostly to the 
right of the vertical zero effect line, indicating unemployment-increasing effects of EPL. Two further sub-
samples represent primary-source EPL indices (other than those based on the OECD methodology), 
which account for 12.1% of all estimates, and the Economic Freedom of the World Index on hiring and 
firing regulations (2.8%). At a later point (see section 5), we will use meta-regression analysis to test 
formally whether the choice of the EPL variables has an impact on the reported results when we also 
control for other confounding factors. 

In what follows, we use the funnel plot in Figure 2 to test for publication selection bias, which could be a 
severe problem for economic interpretation and statistical inference. Publication selection refers to a 
process in which results are chosen for their statistical significance (e.g. Brodeur et al. 2016; Andrews 
and Kasy 2019). The tendency of journal editors to publish only those results that show statistical 
significance, researchers’ willingness to take the presence of a statistically significant effect based on 
accepted theory and the general predisposition for treating statistically significant results more 
favourably than ‘insignificant’ evidence may lead to a distorted picture of the underlying empirical 
relationship (Card and Krueger 1995, p. 239). In the absence of publication bias, the funnel plot should 
be symmetric – which would imply that the most precise estimates are close to the true effect, while low-
precision estimates are characterised by wide dispersion. As a consequence, in the case of inexistent 
publication selection bias the scatter plot should be shaped like an inverted “funnel” (Sutton et al. 2000). 
Indeed, the observations in Figure 2 seem to be distributed quite symmetrically; however, the right 
portion of the funnel seems to be “heavier” than the left portion. As visual inspection could be 
misleading, we continue by using established tests for detecting publication selection bias, which are 
based on looking at the relationship between the estimated partial correlation and its standard error. If 
there were no publication bias, the partial correlation and its standard error would not show any 
systematic relationship. However, if the publication of results were biased, we would find a significant 
relationship (Egger et al. 1997). 

The Funnel-Asymmetry Precision-Effect test (FAT PET) allows us to formally assess the presence of 
publication selection bias. In doing so, we run the following model: 

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖           (3) 

where 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the estimated partial correlation i from study j, 𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is its standard error, and 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the random 
sampling error. In this equation, the term 𝛽𝛽1𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 allows for publication selection bias. The hypothesis test 
of 𝛽𝛽1(H0: 𝛽𝛽1 = 0) can be called the Funnel Asymmetry Test (short: FAT). The relevant question is 
whether 𝛽𝛽1 equals zero, because in this case we could conclude that there is no evidence for publication 
selection bias (Egger et al. 1997). At the same time, investigating the hypothesis that 𝛽𝛽0 is zero (referred 
to as the Precision-Effect Test, short: PET) allows us to test whether there is an empirical effect that 
remains after accounting for publication selection. However, the reported empirical estimates come from 
different data sets with various sources of heteroskedasticity, and they must therefore be expected to 
have different variances. To address this issue, we estimate equation (3) by using Weighted Least 
Squares (WLS) with the inverse of the variances as weights.8 

 

8  It has been shown that the inverse of the partial correlations’ variances are the optimal weights (e.g. Cooper and 
Hedges 1994). 
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We start by reporting the precision-weighted average of the EPL-unemployment partial correlation, 
obtained from regressing the partial correlation coefficient on a constant term by using WLS (see column 
(1) of Table 3). Without correcting for publication selection bias, there is evidence of a positive and 
statistically significant impact of employment protection on unemployment. Note, however, that 
according to the interpretation guidelines in Doucouliagos (2011), which suggest that a partial correlation 
below 0.07 can be considered to be small, the (precision-weighted) average partial correlation estimate 
reported in column (1) is very small in terms of economic relevance. By inspecting Figure 2, we can 
verify this finding, as the most precise estimates (which receive the highest weights in the WLS 
estimation) are very close to the zero-effect line, while negative and positive effects with lower precision 
are widely dispersed. Column (2) of Table 2 then accounts for potential publication selection. It reports 
the results from estimating equation (3). The FAT results in column (2) provide first evidence for 
publication bias: the association between the partial correlations and their standard errors is positive and 
statistically significant, at the 1% level. The PET results in column (2) suggest that the effect of EPL on 
unemployment is virtually zero once we correct for publication selection. However, one additional 
complication for the meta-analysis regarding the effect of EPL on unemployment arises because of the 
presence of multiple estimates per study. It is too restrictive to assume that pairs of partial correlation 
coefficients and standard errors are independent within studies. In column (3) of Table 2, we account for 
potential within-study dependency by clustering the standard errors at the study level. The 𝛽𝛽0 coefficient 
(the intercept) with its size close to zero remains statistically insignificant; and the 𝛽𝛽1 coefficient (the 
standard error) is no longer significant.9 

To answer the question about the extent of publication selectivity, we can exploit the fact that the FAT 
coefficient 𝛽𝛽1 is a unitless measurement, which makes it possible to use it to assess the magnitude of 
publication selection bias. Doucouliagos and Stanley (2013) argue that when the FAT is statistically 
insignificant or if |𝛽𝛽1| < 1, then selectivity is ‘little to modest’ (Doucouliagos and Stanley 2013, p. 320). In 
our case, the FAT coefficient is statistically insignificant (after clustering the standard errors at the study 
level), and it is smaller than one. This means that there is little selectivity. Note that this result derived 
from the FAT test is consistent with the visual inspection of Figure 2: although the right portion of the 
funnel is a bit ‘heavier’ than the left portion, the dispersion of the estimates is relatively wide and 
symmetric, which does not indicate strong publication selectivity. This finding is also consistent with the 
theoretical literature review in section 2.1, which shows that there is no clear theoretical prediction 
regarding a strong EPL effect on unemployment in one direction, so we do not need to expect an 
inclination of researchers to favour the reporting of results consistent with dominant theory. 
Nevertheless, it makes sense to correct for the very mild version of publication selection bias that we 
detect. By doing so, we have established that, once we correct for publication selectivity, the literature 
fails to provide overall evidence that employment protect has a practically meaningful (non-zero) 
average impact on unemployment. 

A potentially important drawback of using the partial correlation coefficient is that its distribution is not 
normal when its value is close to -1 and +1 (Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012, p. 25). In our case, this is 
unlikely to be a problem, since few EPL-unemployment partial correlations are anywhere near the -1 or 
+1 bounds (see Figure 2). Nevertheless, we implement the most common solution for this potential 
 

9  We did not estimate the PESEE (precision-effect estimate with standard error) specification, which would use the 
variance (instead of the standard error) in equation (3). The reason for sticking with the FAT-PET is that when there is 
no true effect, the model with the standard error is correctly specified and provides a less biased estimate of the 
precision coefficient (e.g. Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012, p. 66). 
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problem, which is to use Fisher’s z-transformation (e.g. Dunn and Clark 1969). As can be seen from 
column (4) in Table 2, the FAT PET results prove robust when we use Fisher’s z-transformed partial 
correlation coefficients.10 We have seen that about 75.7% of all estimates use an EPL variable based on 
the OECD’s methodology. Column (5) shows that the FAT PET results are remarkably robust when we 
only use this subset of estimates. Another potentially important subset of observations concerns the use 
of a lagged EPL variable, as several studies use EPL lags to address potential simultaneity bias and 
allow for slow adjustment of unemployment to increasing EPL. The results reported in column (6) 
indicate that our statistical inferences remain valid when we focus on this subset of 262 (out of 881) 
observations. 

Overall, the FAT PET results reported in Table 2 have established that, once we correct for potential 
publication selection bias and cluster the standard errors at the study level, the literature fails to provide 
overall evidence that employment protection has a practically meaningful (non-zero) average impact on 
unemployment. However, the results reported in Table 2 do not tell us whether method and data choices 
are correlated with the reported effect size when we also control for other potential confounding factors. 
To address this point, the next section will investigate sources of heterogeneity in a multivariate meta-
regression analysis. 

Table 2 / FAT PET results 

 (1)  (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 
 Average effect FAT PET FAT PET 

 
FAT PET 

(Fisher’s z) 
FAT PET 

 
FAT PET 

 
 all estimates all estimates all estimates all estimates OECD methodology Lagged EPL  
𝛽𝛽1 (SE) --- 0.490*** 0.490 0.513 0.5423 0.797 
{FAT} --- (0.164) (0.427) (0.439) (0.542) (0.626) 
𝛽𝛽0 (interc.) 0.022*** -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.016 -0.015 
{PET} (0.004) (0.028) (0.011) (0.029) (0.034) (0.047) 
n 881 881 881 881 667 262 

Notes: The dependent variable is the partial correlation, with the exception of column (4), which uses Fisher’s z-transformed 
partial correlation. Numbers in brackets are standard errors. Standard errors in columns (3)-(6) were clustered at the study 
level. n is the number of observations. Column (1) reports results from regressing the partial correlation coefficient on a 
constant. Estimates reported in column (2)-(6) are based on equation (3). Column (5) restricts the sample to estimates using 
the OECD’s methodology for quantifying EPL. Column (6) uses the subsample of estimates that use a lagged EPL variable. 
All results were obtained by using Weighted Least Squares (weights based on the inverse of the variances). The FAT tests 
for the presence of publication selection bias. The PET estimates the average effect of employment protection on 
unemployment corrected for publication selection bias. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, 
respectively. 

 

 

 

10  We did not estimate the PESEE (precision-effect estimate with standard error) specification, which would use the 
variance (instead of the standard error) in equation (3). The reason for sticking with the FAT PET is that when there is 
no true effect, the model with the standard error is correctly specified and provides a less biased estimate of the 
precision coefficient (e.g. Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012, p. 66). 
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5. What factors explain the heterogeneity in 
reported EPL-unemployment estimates? 

This section addresses the question: what factors contribute to explaining the heterogeneity in the 
reported results on the EPL-unemployment relationship? The results reported in the literature show 
excess heterogeneity, i.e. there is more variation than could be expected by measured sampling error.11 
Hence, we continue by identifying likely sources of heterogeneity. 

5.1. THE MULTIVARIATE META-REGRESSION MODEL 

In line with standard techniques for meta-regression analysis (e.g. Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012), we 
make the assumption that the ith estimate of the EPL-unemployment partial correlation coefficient from 
study j, denoted rij, is not only influenced by sampling error (𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖), but by a vector of variables (𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖) 
consisting of characteristics that capture differences in the underlying impact of employment protection 
on unemployment. The meta-regression model can thus be written as follows: 

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + �𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖           (4) 

Note that by including the moderator variables in vector Z, we estimate an augmented version of the 
FAT PET model. By estimating equation (4), we can simultaneously account for publication selection 
bias (the standard error – SE – is still included) and control for factors that might explain excess 
heterogeneity. 

We estimate equation (4) using WLS with the inverse of the variances as optimal weights. Stanley and 
Doucouliagos (2017) show that the WLS estimator is preferable to other standard estimators that can be 
used for meta-regression. WLS is preferred since the estimates do not have equal variances, and 
because it is important to assign more weight to those estimates that are more precise, since the 
information provided by more precise estimates can be said to be more valuable. However, we will also 
provide robustness checks based on applying different estimators. As most of the studies in our meta-
study database report several estimates, we correct for potential within-study dependence by clustering 
the standard errors obtained from the meta-regression model at the study-level. The moderator variables 
included in the vector Z were already introduced in section 3.3 (see, in particular, Table 1). 

5.2. MULTIVARIATE META-REGRESSION RESULTS 

A few preliminary remarks are in order regarding the interpretation of the coefficients in the multivariate 
meta-regression models presented below. The models always omit one category (as the reference 
category) from each group of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive dummy variables (e.g. 

 

11  This point becomes evident by conducting Cochran’s Q-Test (e.g. Cooper and Hedges 1994), which provides clear 
evidence that there is excess heterogeneity beyond what could be expected by measured random sampling (p<0.0001). 
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unemployment measures, or EPL indices). This is necessary because we would otherwise not be able to 
estimate the models due to perfect multicollinearity. This implies, however, that the intercept 𝛽𝛽0 cannot 
be interpreted as the “true” effect of EPL on unemployment, because it depends on the reference 
groups. Other reference specifications would give different estimates of the intercept 𝛽𝛽0. Our reference 
specification is an estimate of the impact of EPL – measured by a summary indicator based on the 
OECD’s methodology – on total unemployment, based on data from OECD countries only. Note that the 
choice of the omitted dummies in no way influences any of the other estimated coefficients, but it shifts 
the reference value of the intercept 𝛽𝛽0.12 Hence, the coefficients of the moderator variables from each 
group of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive dummy variables allow us to make predictions 
regarding the impact of EPL on unemployment in a given setting as compared to an alternative setting. 
For example, the estimated average partial correlation of youth unemployment compared with total 
unemployment (which is the reference category) can be predicted by adding up the value of the intercept 
𝛽𝛽0 and of the YouthUnemployment coefficient. Note also that we start from a general-to-specific 
estimation approach, which is the advice given in prominent guidelines to meta-analysis (e.g. Stanley 
and Doucouliagos 2012, p. 105). In particular, we remove the variable that had the largest p-value in the 
model with all the coded moderators in Table 1 included, and repeat this step until the p-values of all 
variables are smaller than 0.1.13 The advantage of this general-to-specific approach is that ‘model 
construction proceeds from a very general model in a more structured, ordered and (statistically valid) 
fashion, and in this way avoids the worst of data mining’. (Charemza and Deadman 1997, p. 78) 

Table 3 shows the general-to-specific results from the multivariate meta-regression analysis. Column (1) 
is based on using WLS, and the standard errors are clustered at the study level. The 
FemaleUnemployment variable has a positive and statistically significant coefficient, which indicates that 
– compared to estimates that use total unemployment (which is excluded as the reference category in 
the group of unemployment measures) – reported estimates that use female unemployment report a 
larger unemployment-increasing effect of employment protection. However, our model predicts that EPL 
only has a small positive impact on female unemployment of 0.09 (obtained by adding the 
FemaleUnemployment coefficient to the intercept), where the interpretation is based on the 
interpretation guidelines proposed by Doucouliagos (2011), which suggest that a partial correlation 
between 0 and 0.07 must be considered to be small. YouthUnemployment and 
LongTermUnemployment both show a positive coefficient in column (1), but they are not statistically 
significant. OtherDependentVar is significant at the 10% level. 

The coefficient of the SurveyBased variable is both positive and significant at the 1% level. This finding 
suggests that, compared to estimates that use the OECD’s EPL methodology, estimates that use EPL 
variables based on surveys report a stronger relationship between employment protection and 
unemployment, as the model results predict a moderate unemployment-increasing effect of survey-
based EPL of 0.13. The meta-regression results therefore suggest that the choice of the EPL variable 
explains an essential part of the variation in reported EPL-unemployment estimates. Notably, this finding 
can also be verified visually by looking at Figure 2, which shows that most of the survey-based 
observations are clustered to the right of the vertical zero effect line; but the meta-regression analysis 
 

12  See Gechert (2015, p. 567) 
13  Note that we did not exclude dummy variables from groups of variables (see the groups “Unemployment measures”, 

“Employment protection measures” and “Country composition”, as well as the estimator details in Table 2), even if they 
were statistically insignificant. The reason is that by excluding variables from these groups, the interpretation of the 
respective coefficients in comparison to the omitted reference category would no longer work properly. 
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shows that there is indeed an impact of choosing a survey-based EPL variable on the reported results 
when we also control for other confounding factors. 

Several additional findings from the meta-regression reported in column (1) of Table 3 are worth 
highlighting. First, the results in column (1) of Table 3 indicate that, on average, estimates that use non-
OECD countries or a mix of countries do not report significantly different results than estimates based on 
a sample of OECD countries only. Second, we find that using OLS or FGLS as the preferred estimator 
has a positive impact on reported results. Third, using multi-year averages of the underlying data 
(YearAverage) tends to dampen the unemployment effects of EPL. Since the main argument of 
averaging the data is to allow for more reliable causal interpretations of the estimation results (e.g. 
Baccaro and Rei 2007), our meta-regression finding concerning the variable YearAverage strengthens 
our main previous finding that, on average, we cannot reject the hypothesis that EPL has a zero (or even 
slightly dampening) effect on unemployment in the long run. Fourth, in terms of publication 
characteristics, the meta-regression results in column (1) indicate that estimates reported in labour 
journals (such as International Labour Review, or Labour Economics) are slightly smaller than estimates 
reported in other journals. Finally, product market regulation is found to moderate the impact of 
employment protection on unemployment, lending support to theoretical views that emphasise 
interactions between product and labour market regulation (e.g. Griffith 2007; Koeniger and Prat 2007). 
This finding suggests that empirical researchers that want to model the relationship between EPL and 
unemployment should pay attention to the inclusion of variables that capture the strictness or extent of 
product market regulation. In a nutshell, these findings highlight that choices of data and estimation 
strategy do matter, and they contribute to explaining some of the variation in the results reported in the 
extant literature. 

In columns (2)-(4) of Table 3, we test the robustness of the meta-regression results reported in column 
(1). We do so by applying different estimators (in columns (2) and (3)) and using a transformation of the 
dependent variable (in column (4)). More specifically, the random effects model in column (2) introduces 
an additional between-study variance term to cover differences in the EPL-unemployment estimates that 
go beyond sampling error and those differences captured by the moderator variables (e.g. Schmidt and 
Hunter 2014). The robust regression estimator applied in column (3) downweighs observations with 
larger absolute residuals and, hence, is less fragile to the influence of outlier observations. Finally, 
column (4) uses Fisher’s z-transformed partial correlation coefficients to account for the potential 
problem that the distribution of the partial correlations is not normal when its values are close to -1 and 
+1. The results in columns (2)-(4) show that our baseline results remain largely unaffected when we 
introduce these robustness checks. The size of some of the coefficients and their standard errors are 
subject to variations. However, there are two cases in which variables whose coefficients were 
estimated to be statistically significant in column (1) turn out not to be significant in all the three 
additional models: the coefficients of the variables EFWIndex loses its significance when we apply 
Random Effects and when we use Fisher’s z-transformed partial correlations; and the variable 
LabourJournal is not significant when we use either robust regression. Therefore, there is only weaker 
evidence for a significant impact of the variables EFWIndex and LabourJournal, as they lose statistical 
significance in some of the robustness checks in columns (2)-(4) of Table 3. 
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Table 3 / Multivariate regression results (starting from general-to-specific modelling) 

Dependent variable PartialCorr PartialCorr PartialCorr Fisher’s z PartialCorr PartialCorr PartialCorr  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Estimator WLS 
Random 
Effects 

Robust 
regression 

WLS 
WLS 

(Feldmann 
excluded) 

WLS (EPL 
interactions 
excluded) 

WLS (OECD 
variable 

only) 

Robust, 
statistically 
significant 

Constant −0.023 -0.005 −0.002 −0.024 −0.010 −0.017 −0.037 No 
 (0.034) (0.031) (0.029) (0.035) (0.041) (0.038) (0.041)  
StandardErrorPartialCorrelation 0.528 0.305 0.423* 0.545 0.664 0.357 0.856** No 
 (0.364) (0.284) (0.228) (0.376) (0.464) (0.423) (0.420)  
Unemployment measures (TotalUnemployment used as the reference group) 
YouthUnemployment 0.006 0.028 0.033 0.008 0.002 −0.005 0.011 No 
 (0.030) (0.037) (0.032) (0.032) (0.031) (0.033) (0.034)  
LongTermUnemployment 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.008 0.020 no 
 (0.026) (0.026) (0.028) (0.026) (0.027) (0.025) (0.030)  
FemaleUnemployment 0.065*** 0.068*** 0.057** 0.067*** 0.045*** 0.064** 0.065* yes 
 (0.024) (0.019) (0.028) (0.025) (0.017) (0.026) (0.038)  
OtherDependentVar −0.062* -0.059* −0.063* −0.063* −0.060* −0.059 −0.076** no 
 (0.033) (0.034) (0.035) (0.034) (0.036) (0.037) (0.038)  
Employment protection measures (OECDMethodology used as the reference group) 
LawBased −0.019 -0.033 −0.059 −0.019 −0.017 −0.009  no 
 (0.026) (0.032) (0.040) (0.027) (0.025) (0.029)   
EFWIndex 0.046* 0.066 0.101* 0.047 0.041** 0.042  no 
 (0.028) (0.042) (0.053) (0.029) (0.021) (0.031)   
SurveyBased 0.111*** 0.104*** 0.076*** 0.116*** 0.076** 0.117***  yes 
 (0.024) (0.022) (0.028) (0.025) (0.036) (0.025)   
Country composition (OECDCountries used as the reference group) 
NonOECDcountries −0.025 -0.024 −0.034 −0.027 −0.042 −0.024 −0.028 no 
 (0.023) (0.021) (0.029) (0.024) (0.035) (0.025) (0.030)  
MixofCountries −0.021 -0.030 −0.046** −0.022 −0.033 −0.012 −0.016 no 
 (0.021) (0.022) (0.020) (0.021) (0.024) (0.025) (0.022)  
Econometric details 
OLS 0.056*** 0.050** 0.047*** 0.057*** 0.040 0.059** 0.051** no 
 (0.021) (0.020) (0.018) (0.021) (0.026) (0.024) (0.024)  
FGLS 0.054* 0.058* 0.059** 0.055* 0.039 0.066** 0.043 no 
 (0.030) (0.033) (0.028) (0.030) (0.031) (0.032) (0.032)  
IV 0.002 -0.005 −0.018 0.002 −0.035 0.003 0.003 no 
 (0.028) (0.027) (0.025) (0.028) (0.022) (0.030) (0.030)  
OtherEstimator 0.005 0.008 0.016 0.005 −0.025 0.011 −0.005 no 
 (0.026) (0.031) (0.031) (0.027) (0.032) (0.027) (0.032)  
YearAverage −0.086** -0.081*** −0.105** −0.088** −0.094** −0.079* −0.080* yes 
 (0.039) (0.037) (0.047) (0.040) (0.042) (0.047) (0.041)  
LabourJournal −0.046** -0.044* −0.030 −0.046** −0.050** −0.058*** −0.031 no 
 (0.020) (0.024) (0.030) (0.021) (0.020) (0.020) (0.024)  
ProductMarketRegulation −0.064*** -0.066*** −0.070*** −0.065*** −0.100*** −0.061** −0.066*** yes 
 (0.023) (0.022) (0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.026) (0.025)  
Observations 881 881 881 881 668 784 667  
R squared 0.217 0.347 0.241 0.216 0.206 0.226 0.171  

Notes: Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the study level. PartialCorr… Partial correlation. Fisher’s z… 
transformation of the partial correlations (e.g. Dunn and Clark 1969). *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% 
and 10% level, respectively. Details on the variables included are available in Table 1. 

The models (5)-(7) in Table 3 provide additional robustness checks by focusing on three sub-samples of 
the data set. One complication with applying the criteria for including studies in our data set as described 
in section 3.1 is that we end up with 21 (out of 75) papers written by the same author: over the years 
2003 to 2015, Horst Feldmann published 21 peer-reviewed papers on the determinants of 
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unemployment. Although these papers do not include duplicates, the results are in part based on only 
slight variations in the underlying data set and models. A potential point of criticism is, therefore, that 
these 21 studies by the same author cannot be viewed as independent. Model (5) deals with this point 
by excluding all EPL-unemployment estimates published in papers by Feldmann, which still leaves us 
with 668 observations (out of a total of 881). The results in column (5) show only slight variations in the 
size of the coefficients compared with column (1). All our main regression results hold. The only variable 
that is no longer statistically significant when we exclude the Feldmann estimates is OLS. 

Another potential complication arises from the inclusion of interaction terms of EPL with other variables. 
Several existing studies have included interaction terms between EPL and macroeconomic shocks, as 
well as EPL and variables capturing labour market institutions (e.g. Bassanini and Duval 2006; 
Heimberger et al. 2017). However, only 11% of all the estimates were based on a specification that also 
included an interaction term of EPL with another variable. Model (6) in Table 3 excludes all estimates 
with EPL interaction terms, and our findings remain very robust when using this variation in the 
underlying sample. Finally, model (7) restricts the sample to those observations that use an EPL variable 
based on the OECD’s methodology for quantifying EPL; this specification also confirms all our main 
findings. In their book on meta-regression analysis in economics, Stanley and Doucouliagos (2012, 
p. 105) propose a focus on those research dimensions that have consistent findings across alternative 
meta-regression model specifications. Column (8) of Table 3 therefore summarises the variables that 
show significant results in all the meta-regression models, indicating that the variables female 
unemployment, survey-based EPL, multi-year averages of the underlying data, and product market 
regulation each have an impact on the reported EPL-unemployment results. 
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6. Discussion and conclusions 

By using meta-analysis and meta-regression methods, this article has analysed the literature concerning 
the effect of employment protection legislation (EPL) on unemployment. Based on statistically 
independent estimations (e.g. Lazear 1990; Nickell et al. 2005; Avdagic 2015), some exercises in 
econometric replication (e.g. Howell et al. 2007; Vergeer and Kleinknecht 2012) and qualitative reviews 
(e.g. Bean 1994; Blanchard 2006), previous literature has been unable to resolve conflicting theoretical 
arguments about the direction and magnitude of the effect of employment protection on unemployment. 
While reported results exhibit wide variation, the question whether method, data and specification 
choices matter systematically has so far not been answered. This article contributes to the literature by 
providing the first quantitative analysis of the cumulative evidence and by exploring sources of the wide 
variation in reported estimates. 

The overall empirical evidence is inconsistent with strong non-zero effects of employment protection on 
unemployment. Indeed, once we account for publication bias, we cannot reject the hypothesis that the 
average effect is zero. The meta-analytical results point to the following main findings. First, the choice 
of the EPL variable matters significantly: estimates that use survey-based EPL variables (e.g. Di Tella 
and MacCulloch 2005; Feldmann 2013) report a significantly stronger unemployment-increasing effect 
than estimates using EPL indices based on the OECD’s methodology, where the latter mainly relies on 
quantifying relevant information from legal provisions. Second, the meta-regression results also suggest 
that employment protection has a small unemployment-increasing impact on female unemployment, 
compared with a zero impact on total unemployment. However, given that only 2.7% of the observations 
in our data set use female unemployment rates, this finding should be interpreted with caution and 
should be scrutinised by future research. Third, using multi-year averages of the underlying data tends 
to dampen the unemployment effects of EPL. Fourth, product market regulation moderates the effect of 
EPL on unemployment. 

Considering the importance of other factors (such as macroeconomic shocks or changes in production 
structures) for the determination of unemployment, it is obviously difficult to isolate the effect of EPL on 
unemployment. Nevertheless, evidence based on the presented meta-analysis of the relevant literature 
shows that we cannot reject the hypothesis that, on average, the genuine empirical effect of EPL is zero. 
Notably, this main finding would be consistent with an explanation according to which the effects of 
employment protection are not universal, as increased employment protection may have different effects 
on unemployment in different countries or time periods. As a consequence, there might be a lot to learn 
from careful analysis of case studies, which allow for considering details of the institutional and 
macroeconomic context of the specific case at hand. 

There is no robust evidence for an overall adverse impact of employment protection on unemployment. 
However, we cannot rule out the possibility that EPL may contribute to high unemployment in some 
countries, although the evidence clearly rejects an across-the-board policy focus on strict employment 
protection. In general, employment protection seems to be less important as a factor for explaining 
unemployment than is often believed, and evidence-based policy-makers should therefore not give 
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advice as if the alleged unemployment-increasing effects of employment protection had been generally 
confirmed by empirical research. 

Where do the results from the meta-analysis point in terms of defining a future research agenda on the 
relationship between employment protection and unemployment? First, researchers who provide 
statistically independent estimations could pay attention to the factors that we find to be significant 
moderating variables of the impact of EPL on unemployment. In particular, the construction of different 
EPL measures could be subject to critical re-examination (e.g. Myant and Piasna 2017). Second, future 
work could focus on further improving our understanding about how product market regulation may 
moderate the effect of employment protection on unemployment, although several studies have already 
explored this question (e.g. Nicoletti et al. 2000; Kugler and Pica 2004; Koeniger and Praet 2007; Griffith 
et al. 2007). Third, since very different labour markets may hide behind similar unemployment rates (e.g. 
Blanchard and Portugal 2001), future research could focus on meta-analysing the effect of employment 
protection on unemployment duration as well as flows into unemployment to gain a fuller picture. Fourth, 
this paper has focused on the effects of employment protection on unemployment at the macroeconomic 
level. The effects, however, may be quite different at the industry level, which could also receive more 
attention in future research. Finally, given the importance of the question about the determinants of 
unemployment for the economics discipline as well as for policy-makers, future research could use this 
study as a point of reference for developing meta-analyses regarding the impact of other (labour market 
and macroeconomic) variables on various components of unemployment. 
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